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Performance Driving
To many of us, performance-driving
means driving to work while balancing hot coffee, a cell phone and making last minute changes to our personal appearance. But on February
18th a group of 25 Porsche Club
members gathered on a cold, rainy
morning to put a more defined meaning to the term.
The site was the Talladega Gran
Prix Raceway, a 1.33 mile road
course
located in Munford Alabama, and the event was the first
Sonnenschein sponsored Driver’s
Education event since the loss of
Bronson Field.
The participants divided into 3
groups ranging from novice to advanced, and each group took the
track for 4 twenty-minute sessions. A
mix between mist and rain made the
morning sessions interesting for
drivers and observers alike. A couple

of the more “energetic” applicants
found themselves on off-track excursions, qualifying themselves for an
un-coveted meeting with Safety
Steward, Al Mitchell.
A noontime break gave everyone
a chance to warm up over a BBQ
lunch delivered by “The Shack” and
then it was back to the action. As the
day progressed, the rain subsided,
and the more favorable track conditions allowed everyone to refine their
car handling skills.
Special thanks to Judy Williams
(pictured right), who oversaw getting
us onto the track without incident.
Thanks to Harry Williams for making
sure all of the cars were safe and up
to the task at hand. Thanks to Trish
Eliason and Elaine Price, who faithfully stood watch at the front gate and
qualified all who came and went.
And a really big thanks to a very cold
Jason Mitchell (pictured above) for

braving the elements and singlehandedly manning the flag station
throughout the entire event.
Most of us learned a little about
driving our cars, some of us learned
a lot, but one things for sure and
that’s that everyone had a good time.
Let’s all do it again sometime!
...JIM ELIASON

1445 S. Beltline Hwy. Mobile, AL 36606

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT— PETE MELLIN
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to spend a Saturday.

What a great way to spend a
Saturday! I’m remembering our recent
Fairhope event – it started with the
Pensacola group departing the WinnDixie as a 7-Porsche caravan, growing to 10 by the time we reached Fairhope, and looking grand in my mirrors. We had a scenic country road,
spectacular azaleas, and great
weather. Four more cars joined us at
Randy’s and we ended up with 35
noisy Sonnenschein folks for lunch.

We found another great way to
spend a weekend with the Driver
Education at the Talladega Gran Prix
Raceway in February, courtesy of Jim
Eliason’s hard work. There were wet
conditions in the morning (great fun)
and some dry conditions in the afternoon, all enjoyed by the 15 cars lucky
enough to go (which sadly did not include me). Lots of stories about that year, so if you have an interesting
in this issue.
thing to do, forward it to one of our
board members. Your suggestion
We had a great visit to Harry doesn’t need to be exotic (see FairSwartz’s garage this year. About 20 of hope trip above), but it is helpful to
us made the trip up to visit his won- have an area for visiting. Our crowd
derful museum like garage filled with tends to visit, and we need space for
Porsche’s. This year was a treat be- chattering and telling sea stories.
cause he surprised everyone with a Mine, of course, are all true.
Porsche GT, a new addition to his
collection of cars. An awesome vehiMy thanks to all who made the
cle. I have put it on my calendar to Fairhope event so enjoyable. Let’s do
have the club visit him next year.
it again at Harry Schwartz garage!
In May we’ll have the Eurocar
Show at the Museum of Naval Aviation (May 20th), possibly followed by a
Poker Rally in June. Activities thin out
somewhat in the latter part of the

Pete.

Several members from the Mobile area and points west joined us,
and they certainly added to the fun. I
needed more sets of ears to keep
track of all the interesting conversations going on, and it was a great
lunch. Afterward we drove the short
distance to the Porsche Corral
(Robert Hall’s house) and then wandered the Arts & Crafts show for a few
hours. Fortunately I didn’t find anything that I just had to have, although
the $7600 glass sea turtle table
caught my eye. Double fortunately, it
wouldn’t fit in a 911, even with the
sunroof open. As I said, a great way
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HARRY SAYS: Porsche diagnostics and diagnostic testers

Diagnostic equipment
changes of course as
the cars change.
There was a time
when a multi meter
and timing light were
“cutting edge”. Those
days are long gone.
The use of computerized equipment has dictated the use of
more exotic test equipment.
Porsche began use of self diagnostic electronics in 1986 with the 944
Turbo. The system used a modified
relay with a couple of light emitting
diodes to “blink” a set of codes stored
in the engine management control
unit. This system could detect a number of possible faults with the ignition
and or fuel injection systems. One
drawback of this early system was if
you turned the engine off it lost any
codes stored during the drive.
The next system was introduced in
1988 on the 944S and 928S4. Porsche developed a special tool and a
book to go with it to retrieve and decipher the codes. The 1987 944S and
928 S4 could use a 1988 control unit
and gain the self diagnostic capability.
These systems were also the first in
the Porsche line to use adaptive control of the engine management. Adaptive systems could compensate for
faulty components to some degree.
The system would build a set of normal values for its various sensors and
resort to those values in the event of a
component failure. As you might
imagine that can make my job interesting, the system has a bad compo-

nent and yet it runs normally. It was at
this point that self diagnostic capability
became a necessity. The check engine light might be the only clue there
was a problem lurking.
Porsche introduce the 911 Carrera
4 in 1989. This new 911 type number
964 has more processors than a
space shuttle. Diagnostic equipment
took a great leap forward with this vehicle. The information displayed by
the test equipment was now in English! No more blinking binary codes.
This tester would give a display of
each system accessible, an indication
in the main menu if any problem exists
in any given control unit, and added
information about the type of problems
and the actual values of sensors as
well a the ability to operate system
drive devices. The price of the equipment kept up with the technology and
having the tester cost more than my
first two Porsches combined.
In about 1995 the Fed’s stepped in
and made mandatory the use of the
OBD II diagnostic system. This is a
generic emissions related fault recognition and diagnostic system. This
must be accessible by any OBD II
tester. The information available
through OBD II is only for emission
related failures and does not include
any Porsche specific items such as air
bag lights, alarm system, heat and a/c
systems.
Porsche’s system tester II is a PC
based tester and is used for the Boxsters, 996’s, and Cayenne’s. This is of
course the most sophisticated system
so far. The PST II is essential for ser-

vicing many areas of the newer vehicles. Until our recent purchase of our
PST II we had to send many people to
the Porsche Dealer for items such as
air bag lights. The dealer always took
good care of the customers but a drive
to Mobile for the Pensacola area people was inconvenient at best. The
PST II is a great addition to our shop
and the diagnostic capabilities are excellent. The cost, well that still stings
a bit.
………...HARRY
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2006 Sonnenschein Calendar
March 2006
Date
Apr 27-30
Apr 29
May 20
June XX
July XX
June or July
August 6-11
December 2

Event
____ _____
Historic Sportscar Racing (Walter Mitty)
13th Annual British Car Show 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
Euro Car Show 8:00-3:00
Suggestions? Another Talladega DE?
Blue Angel Beach Airshow
Poker Rally
51ST Porsche Parade
Christmas Party

Location
Road Atlanta – Info only
Pensacola Beach – Info only
Museum of Naval Aviation, NASP
Pensacola Beach – Info only
TBD
Portland, OR
TBD

ROLEX 24 ROAD TRIP
weather. Mark and Harry made reservations at a hotel in advance and retreated to the comfort of a bed for a
couple of hours in the middle of the
night, while Roger and I decided to
rough it and sleep in our cars to the
tone of Porsche GT’s zooming by on
the track not more than 50 feet away.
The food is an option, you can bring
your own, go out in town or pay $15 for
a burger and a beer at the track.
….Mental note, Bring a BBQ grill next
year.
The Paddock this year was
PACKED with Porsches from all over
the U.S. What was really amazing was
that no two cars were the same. The
attendance was increased from last
year, so much so, that the parking
area was expanded to accommodate
the cars. There were two new Cayman’s in the bunch as well as a 2006
Turbo S Cayenne. A lot of nice cars,
not to mention the people. In fact I
met two people who were stationed
with me 15 years ago in a Navy
squadron in Jacksonville Florida…it’s a
small world.
We all worked the Paddock
tent where there was free drinks and
the event more enjoyable. The window snacks for all of the Porsche Club
members, a responsibility shared by
cleaner was just to clean your windows after the race because your car every club represented. Bob Barren,
our Zone 12 representative worked
is covered with rubber dust from the
hard at keeping the tent stocked and
tires of the race cars. They zoom by
the Porsche paddock not more than 50 provided a television for the members
to come in out of the sun and watch
feet way at well over 100mph!
the race from a different perspective.
This year was hot during the day
I had an objective this year, obtain
with a cool breeze at night. The suna ROLEX 24 poster and get it signed
screen was a must for the bright sun
by the GT drivers, so I could frame it
but you could not ask for better
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Sonnenschein Chapter was represented this year at the Rolex 24 hour
endurance race at Daytona Florida.
Mark Silver, Harry Williams, Roger
Swain and myself (Chris Doherty)
made the trip to Daytona Beach to see
roaring event this year with lessons
learned from last years Daytona race.
Sunscreen, baby wipes, window
cleaner, toilet paper, food and most of
all ear plugs. It might sound just short
of your everyday shopping list, but with
24 hours at the race track you actually
need these everyday items to make

and hang it in my office. I am glad I
did, because I got my poster and had it
signed by 80 or so drivers including
Danica Patrick, who was racing in the
Daytona Prototypes this year.
What a fantastic experience it was
this year. Getting down in the pits and
seeing the drivers and crews work is
still a neat experience. I would recommend this trip for everyone to take
next year. So join me!

Chris Doherty
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PORSCHE 911 SCORES 35th WIN AT DAYTONA

PORSCHE 911 SCORES 35TH
CLASS WIN AT THE ROLEX 24
HOURS AT DAYTONA;
ALEX JOB RACING EARNS
FIRST PORSCHE PROTOTYPE
PODIUM FINISH SINCE 2003
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. - January 29
- With the GT class victory in their
TPC Porsche 911 GT3 Cup race car,
Ian Baas, from Noblesville, IN/Randy
Pobst, from Gainsville, GA/Spencer
Pumpelly, from Mason Neck, VA, and
car owner Michael Levitas, from Baltimore, MD, have given Porsche its
60th class win and 35th win for the
Porsche 911 model at the Rolex 24
Hours at Daytona.
The team, which qualified seventh in
class, waged a battle over the entire
24 hours against the factory Pontiac
GTO-R of Lally/Valentine/Bunting/
O'Connell, losing the lead several
times before nailing down a four-lap
win.
"We couldn't relax one bit during the
event as the Pontiac was fast. We
made one driving mistake during the
event, and it cost us the lead during
the night, so we knew we had to be
perfect the rest of the way," said Levitas, whose Porsche led last year before an accident put it out of the race.
"And the TPC Porsche was perfect,"
added Randy Pobst, for whom this
was the second Rolex 24 GT win,
as he was on the Petersen/White
Lightning Porsche winning team in
2001.
The Pontiac was second, and the
Dirk Werner/Philipp Peter/Dieter
Quester/Luca Riccitelli Farnbacher
Loles Porsche 911 GT3 Cup was
third.
In the overall event, there were four
Porsche-powered Daytona Prototypes in the race, and three of the
led the Rolex 24 at various times
during the race. The #23 Alex Job
Racing/Emory Motorsports Shred-it
XM Satellite Radio Porsche Crawford, with drivers Lucas Luhr, Mike
Rockefeller, and Patrick Long - the
car that started the race on the pole

other drivers that our work was rewarded with a podium finish."
That #58 Brumos Racing Red Bull
Porsche Fabcar, with Darren Law,
Sascha Maassen, and David
Donohue at the controls, led the race
at various times during Saturday afternoon, and seemed destined for a
third-place finish before the late flat.
The team #59 Porsche Fabcar,
with Hurley Haywood, J.C, France,
Ted Christopher and Joao Barbosa,
with its multitude of problems, ran to
the end, but ended up in 36th place.
and led the first 20 laps - was the
fastest car on the track, and was able The other Porsche Daytona prototype
that led the race early was the Brian
to overcome a nine-lap deficit and
Frisselle/Burt Frisselle/Patrick Huistook the lead back in the 17th
hour. They built a three-lap cushion man RX.com Synergy Porsche
Doran. The car started to run hot
until a broken right rear axle put the
car into the pits, where they lost eight after a Patrick Huisman spin, and the
heat problem continued, forcing the
laps to the field.
team to retire.
With 20 minutes to go, the Alex Job
car was fourth, but a cut tire on the
Brumos Racing Red Bull Porsche,
which seemed to have third place
locked up, put that car in the pits
when the white flag dropped, and
gave Lucas Luhr a chance to grab
third place. It was the first Daytona
prototype podium for Porsche since
2003.
"I am not really happy with the thirdplace finish as we had the fastest car
on the track," said Lucas Luhr, "and I
am sad for my friend and frequent codriver Sascha Maassen for losing
third place on the last lap, but I am
happy for the Alex Job crew and the

Treasurer’s Report—Mark Silver

Our current balance at AmSouth Bank is 5173.00
ELECTRONIC CHECK CONVERSION (ECC)
ON-LINE ELECTONIC CHECK RECOVERY
REAL TIME CHECK VERIFICATION
LOCKBOX SOLUTIONS AND SOFTWARE
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS.

Please contact Laurie at (888) 436-5101 Ext 21 for more
information on any of our products or services.

TRACK TIME!
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perience for all.
It was a good turn out from our
club and I hope that those people will
in turn go back and spread the word to
everyone else about the event. This
has to go down as one of our most
successful events (since I have been
here). We did have a couple of canhis wife Trish worked the gate, check- cellations and we sure missed those
people not being able to attend. We
ing people in, handing out bracelets
did have some guests from the Alaand making sure all of the insurance
bama and Peach state regions and
forms were signed. She also found
time to set up the BBQ buffet for everyone.
Two other people who deserve
a round of applause who solely came
up to support the event were Al
Mitchell’s son Jason and Judy Williams. Jason and Al tag teamed the
flag station and supervised the driving
field. Although when it came to
“talking” to the drivers, that responsibility fell to Big Al. Judy worked the
other end of the pits as the safety obthey were welcomed.
server and was covered with three
I would ask that next time we
layers of clothing. She worked the
whole day and didn’t complain about have a driving event like this one, that
being cold. A job well done to both of everyone make it a point to just come
up and watch the driving and visit with
Jim Eliason and his wife Trish you.
The track was a lot of fun and everyone. I don’t know of anyone who
put together the event and by all acdid not have a wonderful time. This
as the day progressed the track got
counts did an outstanding job. Jim
dryer and the speeds got faster. There was not like our events we would hold
had held 3 meetings to finalize the
were quite a few people who went off at Bronson Field. This was a nice faevent, arrange a BBQ buffet and an
ambulance for the track day. I assume the track but no one got hurt nor was cility with seating, bathrooms and food
there any damage to any cars. After Al for everyone. A true class act.
that Jim will take credit for the hotel
…..Chris Doherty
where we all stayed, however if any- “talked” to them and found out what
one had a bad stay they are to blame happened they were released back
me. Jim does not get all of the credit, onto the track. A definite learning exFebruary was the time a lot of us have
been waiting for. After almost a year
and a half of not being able to drive
our Porsches (like they were meant to
be driven), we have finally moved on
and ventured out to a near by track in
northern Alabama.
The Talladega Grand Prix
Raceway was the scene of our latest
Drivers Education event. The weather
was cold and damp with a light rain
most of the morning. But the thirty
nine degree weather did not dampen
the spirits of our drivers. In fact the
wet weather made the track more
challenging and served a larger purpose of educating our drivers about
our cars and the way they handled in
wet weather.
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